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Fisheries related marine litter
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Contribution of different sectors to beach litter
North Sea

Baltic Sea

Taken from: Arcadis for the European Commission, Impact Assessment for the headline marine litter reduction target
(2014)
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European instruments
• Common Fisheries Policy
• European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF)
• Marine Strategy Framework Directive
• Port Reception Facilities
• Circular economy Package

Regional instruments
• Regional Sea Conventions (OSPAR, HELCOM, Barcelona)
• Regional Fisheries Management Organisations (NAFO, NASCO,
NEAFC)
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EU Fisheries Policy
Fisheries Control Regulation (EC)1224/2009
• Vessels must have equipment on board to retrieve lost
gear
• Must attempt to retrieve as soon as possible
• If cannot retrieve, must inform flag state competent
authority of gear type and location lost
European Maritime Fisheries Fund
MS can allocate funding for:
• removal of ghost gear
• equipment for storage of litter
• waste collection schemes and financial incentives
• awareness raising and training schemes
Effective or not?
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Marine Strategy Framework Directive
Aim: ‘Good Environmental Status’ in European seas by
2020
• 11 descriptors including marine litter (D10)
• ‘Properties and quantities of marine litter do not cause
harm to the coastal and marine environment.’
• Member States must undertake an initial assessment of the
state of D10 in their waters, implement monitoring
programs, set targets and design a program of measures to
reach GES for that descriptor.
• Some Member States have included measures to deal with
fisheries waste in their programs of measures
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Port Reception Facilities Directive
Aim: preventing discharges of waste at sea by ships and
ensuring delivery at port
• Governs aspects of how port waste reception
facilities operate
• Obliges all ships to deliver waste in port
• Fees for waste delivery must be paid by all ships
regardless of facility use to create a financial
disincentive to dump at sea
Crucially, many fishing vessels are exempt from this.
Directive under revision now.
Potentially important tool for reducing fishing waste
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Circular Economy Package
Aim: create a ‘zero waste’ Europe
• Waste hierarchy with a focus on prevention,
reuse and recycling
• Non-binding marine litter reduction target:
‘An aspirational target of reducing marine litter by
30 % by 2020 for the ten most common types of
litter found on beaches, as well as for fishing gear
found at sea , with the list adapted to each of the
four marine regions in the EU’
Many questions still on how this will function!
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Applying circular economy principles
to fisheries waste
• A circular economy is a system where materials don’t
become waste, instead things are repaired, reused,
recycled to new products. The aim is to create as little
waste as possible.
• Tools to aid the transition:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design for circular life from the start
Taxes and levies
Deposit –return systems
Reusable packaging
Material substitution away from plastics where possible
Develop market for fishing waste items recycling

How can these tools be used to limit waste from fishing?
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Regional Sea Conventions
OSPAR (North East Atlantic), HELCOM (Baltic) and the Barcelona Convention
(Mediterranean) all include actions on ALDFG and reducing waste discharges
from fisheries.
Measures include:
• Identify hotspots of gear snagging or historic dumping sites
• Ghost net removal
• Exploring gear marking
• Reduction of ghost fishing through net degradation
• Identify options to address key waste items of the fishing industry
• Best practices for waste management to reduce marine litter from the
fishing industry
Regional Sea Conventions are cooperating closely with Regional Fisheries
Authorities who also include actions on gear loss and retrieval
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To Conclude:
• Legislation is comprehensive, implementation and enforcement is lacking
• Member states must make combating gear loss and fisheries related waste a
priority
• Funding through the EMFF to deal with end of life gear, gear retrieval and waste
infrastructure should be allocated by member states.
• The revision of the PRF directive must include special provisions for fishing
harbours :
• Single flat fee for fishermen to deliver garbage in port (100% no special fee)
• Deposit return systems for key waste items such as buoys and fish boxes

• More effort to integrate circular economy principles of prevention, reuse, recycle
into the design of fishing related items and their management.
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Thank you for listening
Emma Priestland
epriestland@seas-at-risk.org

